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As a part of an over-all evaluation of advanced blanket concepts for fast
reactors, a study has been made of fixed blankets. This study has taken into

account the engineering, physics, and economics of a typical alloy (U-3 w/o Mo)
blanket and a typical oxide (UO2 ) blanket. For both blankets, the material was

considered to be in the form of pins or rods, and a design was established that
would optimize the economics for a set of engineering and economic ground

rules consistent for the two designs and reasonable in terms of present-day
technology.

The conclusion resulting from the study is that a well-designed oxide

blanket offers many economic advantages over a well-designed alloy blanket.

For the reference core selected in this study, it was found, for best economics,
that of each of the two blanket types considered each blanket should contain

about the same amount of uranium. However, it was found also that the oxide
blanket should be 40 cm thick and the alloy blanket 20 cm thick. Then both

blankets would have about the same flux attenuation and neutron absorption

characteristics, and about the same breeding ratio. However, the assumed
burnup limitations of 5000 MWD/MTU on the alloy and 25, 000 MWD/MTU on
the oxide severely limit the alloy in achieving its economic potential, but they

do not seriously affect the economic achievement of the oxide. However, even

if these burnup limitations were disregarded, the economics of the oxide would
still be better than the economics of the alloy. In this study it was found that

it is economically profitable to zone a blanket; i. e. each annular region should

consist of subassemblies with pins appropriate to that region. This permits
the use of low-cost, large-diameter pins in the outer regions of the blanket.

From the physics studies performed, it was found that heat, specifically
heat from Pu-239 fissions, is an important product of the blanket. Because

plutonium builds up when a blanket subassembly is in the reactor, the heat pro-

duced and the plutonium concentration vary with time as well as space. In con-
sidering blanket lifetimes for which economics could be optimized, it was found

that the geometric maximum-to-average values for burnup and heat generation
rate in any given annular region would be about 2 at the beginning of life and

about 6 at the end of life because of plutonium buildup. The length of time re-

quired to achieve optimum economics vary from 1.7 years and 3. 4 years in the

inner zone to about 4. 2 years and 7. 5 years in the outer zone of the alloy and

oxide blankets respectively. These are reasonable lifetimes with respect to
material and corrosion limitations and with respect to reactor operating pro-

cedures.

Basically this study has shown that economic blankets can be designed

for present-day prices and that the economics of an oxide blanket are better
than the economics of an alloy blanket. Furthermore, there is an economic
advantage to the use of good design practices whereas there is little if any
economic advantage to procedures such as moving a subassembly inward dur -
ing its lifetime, which is one method that has been suggested for use in blanket
operation.
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INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL APPROACH

The designs of the fast reactors that are now in operation or about to

go into operation have included thick blankets for several reasons. Higher
plutonium prices and low estimates of fabrication and reprocessing costs indi-

cated the economic feasibility of thick blankets. The desire to demonstrate

breeding with U-235 fuel also influenced the choice of thick blankets. Finally,

the neutron absorption in a thick blanket protects the wall of the reactor vessel

against the radiation damage that would occur if the blanket were thinner.

Currently, most reactor studies being made follow the practice of using thick

blankets, because little effort has been devoted to the economic analysis of

breeder blankets. The only recent study published is by Hasnain and Okrent. 1

The basic purpose of this study is to evaluate advanced blanket concepts
such as a paste bed of sodium and fuel material and a packed bed of spheres of

blanket fuel material. Such concepts must be examined not only for their own

values, but also for their values relative to those of present day blanket de-

signs. To achieve this purpose, Phase I of this project was devoted to the

establishment of design criteria which can be applied to all blanket designs.
Briefly, a blanket design must meet the following standards: (1) it must be

economical as a producer of plutonium and heat, (2) it must provide adequate

neutron reflection, and (3) it must provide a certain amount of shielding.

Following this approach, Phase II of this project has been devoted to the

development of analytical methods for use in the examination of various blanket

designs and to the review of fixed blanket designs in the light of the current

economic situation.

Because the primary criterionfor blanket evaluation is economics, it

was necessary to develop a quantitative measure of blanket economics, taking

into account blanket heat production, blanket plutonium production, blanket

fabrication cost, blanket reprocessing cost, and all applicable use charges

and interest. The most applicable measure is the dollar difference between

the above-mentioned revenue items and the above-mentioned cost items, ex-
pressed in terms of dollars per year. This net yearly revenue has been

computed for each blanket design, for each economic climate, and for a va-
riety of blanket lifetimes. Using this approach it is possible to determine

the blanket lifetime at which profit is maximized or at which a limiting con-

dition, such as burnup or heat generation, is reached.

The problem of analyzing blanket designs may be approached in many

ways. Here, however, with the limited amount of time available for this study,

it was decided that the most suitable method would be to consider various

blanket designs, each placed around the same core. The core chosen is a

cermet core fueled with U02 - PuO2 in a matrix of U-15 w/o Mo alloy. This
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core is described in Reference (2) pages 162 ff, and the pertinent details are
given in Table I herein. The design of this core is sufficiently advanced so
that it provides reasonable basis for extrapolation to future conditions. In
addition, it has a high external breeding ratio for typical blanket designs so
that the blanket economics are significant. Sufficient design work has been
done on this core to make it realistic as a core for use in a blanket study.

TABLE I - CORE CHARACTERISTICS

Core height, inches

Core diameter, inches

Fuel material
Pu-239/(U and Pu-240)
Core volume, liters

Core power, Mwt

Core composition
Fuel, v/o
Coolant, v/o
Structure, v/o

Thermal efficiency
Plant factor, %
Plant life, years
Axial blanket height (each end), inches

41.3
51.6

UO2 -PuO 2 in U-15 w/o Mo
9.8

1400
620

50. 0
36. 0
14.0
0.37

80
30
18

The specific task of Phase II was to evaluate present-day blanket
designs against the criteria which were developed with the objective of

establishing a benchmark for comparison with advanced concepts and to
determine the extent of need for further development of present-day con-

cepts. To carry out this task, two fixed radial blanket designs were con-
sidered with this core. The first was a U-3 w/o Mo alloy blanket, which
is representative of present-day blanket designs. The second was a blanket

of pelletizied UO 2 clad in stainless steel, which is representative of ad-
vanced fixed blanket designs. Further design data and design limitations
are given in Tables II and III. For each radial blanket design, an axial
blanket 18 inches high and of the same material as the radial blanket was
used. To simplify the analysis, the radial blanket height was fixed at
76. 8 inches. Only conventional design and operating procedures were

considered. For example, the blanket subassemblies were designed to
be placed in fixed locations and left there for their lifetimes. No move-

ment, inversion, or rotation was considered because this would not be

in line with the restriction that present-day blanket concepts be examined.
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TABLE II - ALLOY BLANKET DESIGN LIMITATIONS

Fuel material
Cladding and can material
Fuel-to- cladding bond
Fuel element shape

Fuel element geometry

Subassembly shape
Subassembly size across flats, cm
Pin spacer method

Spacer wire diameter, inches

Cladding thickness, mils
Radial blanket height, inches
Coolant inlet temperature, F
Maximum coolant outlet temperature, F

Maximum fuel temperature, F

Pressure drop, psi

Maximum heat release, kw/in. of fuel

End-of-life maximum/average heat
generation rate ratio

Burnup limitation, MWD/MTU
Corrosion limitation, years

depleted T-3 w/o Mo
stainless steel
sodium

pins
triangular array
hexagonal
11.5
spiral wound wire
1/32 to 1/8
15
76. 8
500
1000
1200
50
1

6
5000
8

TABLE III - OXIDE BLANKET DESIGN LIMITATIONS

Fuel material

Fuel density gm/cm 3

Cladding and can material
Fuel-to-cladding bond
Fuel element shape

Fuel element geometry

Subassembly shape

Subassembly size across flats, cm

Pin spacer method

Spacer wire diameter, inches

Clad thickness, mils

Radial blanket height, inches
Coolant inlet temperature, F

Max coolant outlet temperature, F
Maximum fuel temperature, F
Pressure drop, psi

Maximum heat release, kw/in. of fuel
End-of-life maximum/average heat

generation rate ratio
Burnup limitation, MWD/MTU
Corrosion limitation, years

depleted UO2
10. 1
stainless steel
helium
rods
triangular array

hexagonal

11.5
spiral wound wire

1/32 to 1/8
15
76. 8
700
1200
3700
50
1

6
25, 000
8
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METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The general approach employed in this study was to use coordinated
engineering analysis, physics analysis, and economic analysis, to obtain an
economic analysis for a design which meets reasonable physics and engineering
requirements. For each design, the design limitations given above were used
to determine blanket composition and dimensions as a function of maximum
internal heat generation rate. For a reasonable composition, a physics analysis
with multidimensional, multigroup diffusion theory was used to determine
heat generation rates and plutonium buildup rates as a function of geometric
position. Then an economic analysis was performed to determine the blanket
profit as a function of blanket lifetime, using proper values for economic data
such as fabrication cost, reprocessing cost, plutonium price, heat price, and
interest rate. For this study the blanket was divided into annular regions 10

cm thick, and an appropriate design and analysis was made for each region.
As a part of the economic analysis, end-of-life burnup, buildup, and heat
generation rates were determined. From this analysis, it was found that in
some cases the lifetime of a blanket region was limited by burnup consider-
ations. In other cases, the lifetime can be chosen to be that which maximizes
the profit. Because the maximum end-of-life heat generation rate for a
specific case was not always consistent with the design limitations and with
the design that was chosen, it was sometimes necessary to repeat the cycle
of calculations with a readjusted design. Also it was necessary to review
and correct the engineering analysis when an improved value of the axial
maximum-to-average heat generation rate at end of life was determined from

the physics and economic analyses. The product of this iterative procedure
is two-fold: (1) it produces a design which is consistent with the engineering
limitations and (2) it produces a complete economic analysis for this design.
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ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

The predominant design objective was to produce a design of mechan-

ical, thermal, and hydraulic integrity for operating conditions that would

occur only at the end of the blanket element lifetime. These conditions set

the requirements for the heat transport aspects of the assembly.

The ultimate product of this design analysis was to obtain a relation-

ship between volumetric heat generation rate and blanket composition. To

obtain this result, the mechanical arrangement of the blanket assembly had

to be evolved within the limits of pressure drop, thermal considerations on

fuel center temperature, coolant temperature rise, internal heat generation,

and structural aspects of the individual fuel rods. The numerical values

used are given in Table II and III. These data were used in a heat transfer-

fluid flow analysis to obtain the desired results.

The main results of the engineering analysis are given in Figures

1 through 3. Figure 1 is a graph of maximum internal end-of-life heat

generation as a function of fuel diameter. It is based on the heat release

limitation of 1 kw per inch of pin. Figure 2 is the plot of fuel rod spacing

as a function of fuel rod diameter, with fuel volume fraction as a parameter.

Limits caused by minimum and maximum spacer allowances and by the

pressure drop criterion are also shown. From this figure it is clear that

a fuel volume fraction of 0. 6 is a reasonable choice for the entire range of
fuel rod diameters shown. Consequently for this study, the fuel volume

fraction was fixed at 0. 6. Consistent values of the volume fractions of

sodium and stainless steel are given on the curves in Figure 3.

Further details on the engineering analysis are given in Appendix I.
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METHOD OF PHYSICS ANALYSIS

To perform the economic analysis for the evaluation of the blankets

being considered, it was necessary to obtain the spatially dependent and

spatially averaged reaction rates for U-238 fission, Pu-239 fission, U-238
destruction, and Pu-239 production. Such reaction rates are re-

presented analytically by the integral of the product of the flux and the
microscopic cross section, with the integral being taken over the energy
spectrum. To obtain the reaction rates, a reasonable blanket design was

first analyzed with one-dimensional 16-group diffusion theory merely to
obtain representative neutron spectra for various regions of the reactor.
With these spectra, the group structure was collapsed to four groups and

a two-dimensional (r-z geometry) diffusion theory analysis was performed.
It was found in a brief study that there was no sacrifice in the accuracy of
the results when this reduction was performed. This analysis was used to
estimate the axial and radial variation in the reaction rates. For the geo-
metry being considered, it was found that the "maximum-to-average form
factors" were quite independent of radial position even after complete
plutonium buildup. Thus the remainder of the analysis was simplified into
one using one-dimensional 16-group diffusion theory on the central plane
of the reactor. From this analysis it was found also that for a representa-
tive plutonium concentration in the blanket the maximum-to-average heat
generation rate in an annular blanket region 10 cm thick is about 6. This
information was used in the final engineering analysis.

The cross-section library used in the analysis was the Yiftah-
Okrent-Moldauer 16 group library 3 corrected for publication errors and

modified by the Pu-239 and U-233 data published by Diven and Hopkins4 .
The four-group calculations were performed with four groups of the 16-
group set in each of the reduced groups.

An investigation of "shadowing effects" revealed that, for typical
plutonium concentrations, the plutonium concentrations in any one region
will have a noticeable but not large effect on the reaction rates in other
regions. This effect was not neglected in the final analyses; however, it
was possible to take it into account in only an approximate manner using
the following method. For a prospective design, clean (i. e., no plutonium
in the blanket) reaction rates were found. Using these rates and appropriate
economic data, an economic analysis was performed, and the blanket
lifetime for each annular region was determined. Then reaction rates for
all regions were recalculated, and the amount of plutonium which would
be present at the midlife of each region was introduced. This procedure
produced reaction rates that were representative of the average reaction
rates over the blanket lifetime. Whenever necessary, this procedure was
used in an iterative fashion to establish the correct blanket lifetime and
midlife plutonium concentrations. However it was found that the major
effect on flux level and spectra and on reaction rates is caused by changing

14



the plutonium concentration from zero to about one per cent of the U-238
concentration. Increases in the plutonium concentration above that level
have only small effects on flux level and spectra and reaction rates. Hence
the approach used should provide an adequate treatment of the shadowing
effect. To substantiate this, the use of average reaction rates instead of
beginning-of-life reaction rates was found to cause only small differences
in the predicted lifetime and economics.

Another effect that was considered is the effect on heat generation
rate caused by the use of hexagonal subassemblies. Not only must one
consider the fact that, for an annular blanket region that is 10 cm thick

on the average, the points of the hexagonal subassemblies will protrude
beyond the annular region, but also one must consider the fact that, be-
cause of hexagonal core subassemblies, it is not possible to define a
smooth core boundary around which annular regions can be described.
However, the importance of these two effects can be estimated. The first
effect can be treated simply by calculating maximum heat generation rates
and burnups at a point 1. 67 cm inward toward core center from the inner

edge of an annular region and on the core midplane. This distance represents
the amount that a hexagonal subassembly could extend beyond an annular
section with the same cross-sectional area. The second effect is more

difficult to treat quantitatively but as shown in Appendix IV, it can be
shown to be a small second order effect in this study.
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METHOD OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The economic analysis must evaluate the blanket economics for a

given blanket region and blanket design and the blanket lifetime should be
optimized whenever burnup or corrosion limitations do not prevent optimi-

zation. The economic evaluation must take into account blanket fabrication
and reprocessing, blanket heat production, and plutonium production. In

this study a method particularly suited for blanket economics analysis was
used. The change in core physics caused by the blanket was neglected in

this approach. For a given core it was assumed that all blankets have the
same neutron reflective capability as a pure reflector and, hence, the core

economics, per se, would not be changed by a change in the blanket. In
addition, the capital charges for blanket handling equipment and operation

and maintenance charges for a blanket were neglected. This approach is
justified on the basis that, to a first approximation capital charges probably
are independent of the presence or type of blanket. The blanket, in addition
to its other functions, serves as a neutron shield. Thus the omission of a

blanket would require more shielding and the capital costs of the additional
shielding probably would offset the capital charges associated with blanket

equipment. Also, it is believed that the differences in the capital charges
for the blanket equipment associated in the different blanket designs pro-
bably has a second order effect in the blanket economics. For example,

the handling equipment necessary to manipulate a solid blanket will be

assumed to be equivalent in cost, to a first approximation, to the plumbing
necessary to manipulate a paste blanket.

Two basic methods can be used in the economic analysis of a
reactor. The one method is an analysis over the complete life of the
reactor, and the other is an analysis of the reactor at equilibrium. For

the analysis of a central power station reactor the latter method is usu-

ally more satisfactory, because this analysis is consistent with the ana-
lysis performed for conventional plants. Also, it is permissible since
usually a certain number of subassemblies are replaced periodically,

with typical intervals being several weeks to several months. Because
of this replacement factor, the costs of fabrication and reprocessing re-
main quite constant, when expressed per unit time.

The economic analysis of a fast reactor blanket introduces certain
problems. Typical blanket lifetimes are several years. For this situation,

fabrication and reprocessing costs are not constant in time, but occur
rather infrequently. Thus an equilibrium analysis of the blanket economics
will not present a true picture, and a different approach must be used.

The method of analysis that treats the costs and income over the life
of the reactor could reasonably be used. However, since the reactor
lifetime can be considered to be a number of blanket lifetimes, a more

logical analysis is one done over one blanket lifetime and one which is

concerned only with the economics of the blanket. This is somewhat
similar to a cash flow analysis which is often used in detailed analysis

of power plant economics.
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In pursuing this approach, one can consider that the blanket is managed
to produce profit, which can be applied to the core economics, and the optimum

blanket management program is that which produces the highest constant profit

for the space that is occupied. To this end it is desirable to divide the blanket
into a number of annular regions which are managed independently. This pro-

fit can be considered to be a cost of operation. In one sense, it can be considered

to be rent for blanket space, which the blanket manager pays to the core manager.

Two other costs must be considered also: (1) the debt incurred in the purchase of

uranium and fabrication into blanket subassemblies, and (2) the interest on this

debt. There are two sources of income to cover these expenses: one, the sale

of heat produced in the blanket (for this study it will be assumed that the only

method of heat production in the blanket is from the fission of uranium and

plutonium; gamma heating will be neglected), and two, the sale of plutonium

produced in the blanket. Although the true income from the sale of plutonium

will not be available until the blanket is reprocessed, credit can be taken for

plutonium worth as the plutonium is produced. However, the net worth of the

plutonium is the value of the plutonium minus a proportionate portion of the

reprocessing cost and uranium credit for the blanket; this difference must be

corrected for the interest charges incurred while the plutonium is lying dormant

in the blanket. Using this approach, an economic balance equation can be

written. However, to do so one must be able to express the plutonium pro-

duction and heat production analytically. Locally, the plutonium production

rate can be expressed as

-=N 4 9  (x, t) B(x) + N 28 (x, t) A(x)
dt (1)

where

A(x) = 10 (x,E) 'c28 (E) dE

B(x) = fk (x,E) a (E) dE
(c+ f) 49

The N2 8 concentration will remain quite constant over the life of the blanket

because burnups of only several per cent are expected. Thus one can assume

that N2 8 is a constant. A physics analysis was made on this basis, which

showed that it is reasonable to choose an average flux spectrum over the

blanket life to calculate the reaction rates A and B. Thus the representation

of A and B as being time independent is valid. Finally for a given region of

a blanket, average values of A and B can be obtained for a region by suitable

averaging. Thus, for a given blanket region, the average plutonium con-

centration is the solution of the equation

dN4 9

dt = -N 4 9 (t)B + N 2 8 A (2)
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The solution is

N4 9 = N2 8 A (1e -Bt) (3)
B

Time above is expressed as reactor operating time. Assuming a plant

factor of 80 per cent as a basic ground rule of the study, the plutonium

concentration, expressed in calendar time, is

N 4 9 = N 28 X (1-e- 8Bt)
B 

(4)

At the end of the blanket life the blanket must be reprocessed at

a cost of Cp and the uranium sold at for an amount CU, giving a total net

reprocessing cost of (Cp-CU). The burden of this which must be applied

to the net amount of plutonium produced at time t is

0.8Be -0.8Bt
C -C = _ __

P U -0.8Br (5)
1-e

where r is the blanket lifetime. The net value of the plutonium produced

at time t then is

0. 8 PPuAe-0. 8 Bt -(CP-CGU) 0.8Be -O.8Bt

1-e -0.8Br (6)

where P is the price of plutonium. This value must be corrected by a

factor whch taking into account the interest burden from time t until the

blanket is reprocessed at time r . Thus, the present worth of plutonium

produced at time t is

(C - C U)B

PA- 'CPU]-1-I(r - t)e -0.8Bt
Pe -0.8Br (7)

where I is the interest rate.

The other source of income is revenue from heat produced in
the blanket. From studies that are detailed in another part of this report,

it is possible to determine the costs of power conversion, using standard

AEC reactor economic analysis. Fixing the power cost at 5 to 5. 5 mills

per kwhre, it then is possible to determine the price of heat, PH' pro-

duced in a reactor. The heat revenue then is the product of the price of

heat and the rate of heat production in the blanket. The rate of heat

production in the blanket clearly is a function of the plutonium concen-

tration in the blanket and can be represented analytically as
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C + D -A (1 - e -0.8Bt )

B (8)

where C4 Ea2 E=harC = f 4(Eu-2 dE = heat production rate in U-238

D = fqS (E)a dE = heat production rate in Pu-239

The two main costs of blanket operation are the service on the debt
incurred in the purchase of uranium and fabrication into subassemblies and
the payment to the core operator for the neutrons used or for the space

occupied. The debt incurred in the purchase of uranium is represented in
this analysis as CU and that in fabrication as C. This debt must be paid off
entirely during the blanket life. Thus, if at time t an amount f(t) is paid
against this debt, the amount of interest which is also due at time is

I (Cg+ CU ) ~ft f(t') dt'

o (9)

Consequently the total debt service is

f(t) + I (Cf+ Cu) - rtf(t')dt] (10)

The profit, which was considered above as a payment to the core operator
for the space occupied, can reasonably be constant with time, since the core

operator usually uses an equilibrium situation for his economic analysis.

However, the amount should be a function of blanket management and hence
is a function of blanket lifetime. It is represented by the function PCO ( r
in the equations used in the economic analysis.

Thus the economic balance equation can be written as

F (CP-C)B1  1 -0.8Bt

I [XA[-0.8Br L-I (r -t)I] 0 .8 t
_1-e _

AL-.8Btr
+ PH LC+ D - (1 - e -8Bt) = f (t) + I f f(t')dt'+ PCO(r ) (11)

HB t

In this analysis, Cf, the cost of fabrication, includes not only the

cost of fabrication, per se, but all charges for conversion and shipping.

Fabrication cost includes, as well, use charges or interest charges incurred
during the period, including conversion, fabrication, and shipping. Like-

wise, CP, the cost of reprocessing, includes not only the cost of repro-

cessing, per se, but also the cost of shipping irradiated material and the
use charges or interest charges during the period, including decay, shipping,

and reprocessing. The blanket lifetime, r , then is merely the calendar

time that the blanket is in the reactor.
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It is the function of blanket management to analyze the economic balance

equation to determine the blanket lifetime which will produce the largest profit

and the consistent blanket lifetime. Such an analysis was performed for each

design studied, determining for each system the necessary cost and nuclear

data. The selection of one blanket system over another then is clearly based

on the choice of the system with the largest profit when each system is managed

on an optimum basis, observing burnup and corrosion limitations.

The solution of the economic balance equation is given in Appendix II,

along with expressions for blanket-lifetime-averaged values of heat revenue,

plutonium revenue, fabrication cost, fabrication interest, reprocessing cost,

plutonium use charges, and uranium use charges.

The economic values that were used are given in the following section.

Because it was realized that the solution of the economic balance

equation would have to be evaluated for a large number of cases to take into

consideration all of the various combinations of blanket materials, blanket

regions, economic climates, and blanket lifetimes, the solution was programed

for the IBM-7094. This program also permits machine evaluation of the above

mentioned averages as well as region-average and region-maximum values for
burnup, buildup, and heat generation rate.
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ECONOMIC DATA

To make the economic analysis outlined above meaningful, it is ne-
cessary to use reasonable economic values. The basic necessary information
is the following: (a) price of depleted uranium, (b) fabrication cost (as a function
of material and pin diameter), (c) reprocessing cost (as a function of plutonium
buildup), (d) price of plutonium, (e) interest rate (or cost of money), (f) price
of heat.

The price of depleted uranium was taken from Reference 4 as $3 per
kilogram. The fabrication cost was also taken from that source, and adjusted
to take hardware into account. This adjustment was based on PRDC data on

Fermi radial blanket hardware costs. Although Reference 5 gives a cost band
for each pin diameter, the median was used as representative of a nominal
value. The results for U-3 w/o Mo alloy and for UO2 are given in Figure 4.
Also on this curve are a few specific data points which indicate that the curves
are reasonable. Because of the method used to obtain these costs, they must
be recognized as being 1962 costs. Costs in the future may be somewhat dif-
ferent but in the rapidly changing technology of fabrication it is difficult to
predict costs for the future. Consequently, for the purpose of this study, costs

are predicated on present day technology. This cost basis has the advantage
that the results indicate the areas in which cost improvements would be most
helpful in increasing blanket profits.

These costs can be considered those for fabrication with recycled
material, since it has been found that there are no fabrication problems or
economic penalties attributable to the use of recycled material 6 if recycled
blanket material is allowed to decay about 100 days.

To determine the cost of recovering plutonium produced in the blanket,
it was necessary to assume that reprocessing services are presently and

theoretically limited to existing AEC facilities with the costs thereof dependent
upon criticality-limited throughputs for a 1-MT/day capacity plant. An es-

calated 1965 daily charge rate of $19, 600 was used for the AEC plant. Limiting
daily throughputs were taken from Figure 5 for Pu concentrations of 2% through

8%. The quantity of blanket material processed per year varied from 28 metric
tons U + Pu at 1% Pu to 3. 5 metric tons U + Pu at 8% Pu. These quantities plus

the ones in between at 1% Pu intervals were taken as the batch sizes for re-
processing purposes, with a turn-around time of eight days assumed for each
batch.

In determining blanket reprocessing costs, it was assumed that the
processing facility operates at the maximum plant factor (270 days/year on-
stream) servicing a number of customers. This is a situation perhaps not
to be recognized for some years because studies by others have shown that
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for fast reactor fuel reprocessing a single 1-MT/day AEC plant can service

over 10, 000 MWe of reactors. Such a plant has even greater capacity if

processing of blanket material only is considered. It thus appears necessary,

beyond this first-cut effort, to consider (1) the effect of processing plant
factor on daily charge rate, and (2) the penalty paid for excess plant capacity.

At this time there is an apparent problem in establishing just what is meant
by blanket reprocessing costs and their validity in determining realistic
blanket cycle costs.

Blanket shipping costs were found to be quite low, in terms of
dollars per gram of plutonium, for a complete cycle of convertor to fab-

ricator to reactor plant to reprocessing plant. Using a cost of $1, 000/MT U

for all shipping (British experience) it would cost about $0. 05/gm Pu to ship
blanket material containing 2% Pu and about $0. 02 for material containing
8% Pu. Consequently, shipping costs for this preliminary study were ignored.

Use charges during the decay, shipping, and.reprocessing period are
appreciable and must be considered. To provide for these charges, $1/gm
Pu was added to the cost of reprocessing. This is an amount representative

of the economic climate of $10/gm Pu, 13% interest rate, and a 1-year
period for decay, shipping, and reprocessing.

The total charge assigned to reprocessing is plotted in Figure 6 as
a function of plutonium buildup. The curve was fitted by a hyperbola for use
in the computer program for the economic analysis.

Because there is presently a great amount of controversy over the
probable market price of plutonium in the future, a value of $10/gm was

used as the nominal value. However, the blanket designs obtained using the
nominal value of plutonium were also examined for their profit potential

for plutonium prices of $5/gm and $20/gm. These values are representative
of the plutonium price extremes which perhaps could occur.

The interest rate on fabrication and uranium cost and on plutonium
worth was assigned a nominal value of 13%. This is the value suggested for
nondepreciating capital for investor-owned utilities in Reference 4. This
figure takes into account all taxes and insurance and is probably the value
applicable when private ownership of fuel occurs. However, it is possible

that utilities may be able to cover fabrication and uranium costs and plu-
tonium worth with a rate based on current prime interest rates on money
rather than on their current required minimum return, and thus an interest
rate of 9% may be more applicable. Consequently, the blanket designs
obtained for the nominal economic climate were also examined for economic
potential for an interest rate of 9%.

The final piece of economic data that must be used is the price of
heat. Although several methods are available for determining this quantity,
the approach used in this study was to accept the value of electricity and
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then to determine, from a knowledge of the cost of converting heat into
electrical energy, the amount that the plant operator can afford to pay for
heat energy. The difficulty with this approach is that one must start with
an a priori value of electricity. The value of electricity depends on the
price of the principal heat source, i. e., coal or plutonium, and the cost of
conversion. Eventually, in the far distant future, reactors will become the
dominant producers and then the cost will be determined by the price of
plutonium. However, at present and for some time to come, the cost of
electrical energy will be set by coal prices since coal plants produce the
bulk of the electricity. Thus the approach taken is justified, especially
when it is recognized that other economic considerations in this study are
also based on the near future.

The details of the analysis made using this approach are given
in Appendix III. The result of the analysis is that the price of heat is 0. 8
mill/kwhrt.
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ALLOY BLANKET DESIGN AND ECONOMICS

Using the method discussed above, an alloy blanket of U-3 w/o Mo
was designed and its economics were studied. The design was based on the
nominal economic climate of $10 per gram for plutonium and a 13 per cent
interest rate. From a preliminary analysis, it was found that the reaction
rates are so low that the economic potential of blanket regions beyond a
thickness of 20 cm is marginal at best for the economic climates being

considered. Consequently, the alloy blanket thickness was fixed at 20 cm,
this being divided into two regions each 10 cm thick. The pin diameter in
each region was specified appropriate to the maximum conditions which
would be realized in the region. This permits the choice of larger diameter
pins, which cost less, in the outer region and an improvement in the

economics.

Certain limitations were observed. The end-of-life heat generation
rate was used as the limit which fixed the pin diameter, as shown in

Figure 1. The burnup limitation of 5000 MWD/MTU was used to fix the
lifetime of each region. From the burnup data shown in Figure 7, this

burnup is near the maximum which can be realistically used without

making extremely high swelling allowances on the uranium rods in the

blanket. The resulting design is the following:

Blanket region Pin Diameter Blanket Lifetime

(In.) (Yr)
1 0.36 1.7
2 0.55 4.2

The results of the economic analysis for the nominal economic

climate are given in Figures 8 through 14. Basically, they show that
the burnup limitation imposes such a short lifetime on the inner blanket

region that the blanket falls far short of realizing its profit potential. From

Figures 8 and 11, it is clear that although average heat revenue decreases

and average plutonium credit increases with increasing blanket lifetime,

the total income is almost constant as a function of blanket lifetime.

Therefore, the maximum profit occurs when the total cost is minimized.

From Figures 9 and 12, it is clear that the major components of the total

cost are the fabrication cost and the reprocessing cost, with the plutonium

inventory charge and the fabrication interest cost also having strong effects.

Thus, any effort to increase the profits attributable to a given blanket de-

sign should be made in areas that would reduce these costs. The tabulated

results for several different economic climates are shown in Table IV.
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TABLE IV - VARIATION OF TOTAL PROFIT FOR
ALLOY BLANKET WITH ECONOMIC CLIMATE

Price Of Interest Profit

Plutonium Rate Region I Region 2 Total
($/gm) (per cent) ($/yr)

10 13 -106,200 - 22,900 -129,100
10 9 - 76,700 + 13,400 - 63,300

20 13 +348,700 +180,900 +529,600
20 9 +396,800 +245,600 +642,400

Plutonium prices lower than $10/gram were not considered here, since the best
blanket design was operating at a loss even when plutonium was $10 /gram. From
this, it is clear that the price of plutonium influences profit very strongly. How-

ever, interest rate has only a secondary effect. The break-even point occurs

when the price of plutonium is about $12/gm. Information on reaction rates,
fluxes, uranium mass, breeding ratio, volume fractions, and average and max-

imum values for burnup, buildup, and heat generation rate are given in Table V.

From Figures 10, 13 and 14, it is clear that without the burnup limitation
of 5000 MWD/MTU the achievable profit of the alloy blanket would increase by a
factor of about two (with a sign change to go from a loss to a true profit) in the
inner region and by a factor of about 0. 5 (with a sign change also) in the outer
region. Thus, without the burnup limitation, the profit achievable with an alloy
blanket would be slightly more than $200, 000 per year for the nominal economic
climate. Further comment on this data will be reserved for a following section
in which comparisons and conclusions are made on the two fixed blanket de-
signs.
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TABLE V - ALLOY BLANKET CHARACTERISTICS

Region I Region II
Average reaction rates, events/(atom) (yr)

Pu-239 production 0.00704 0.00351
Pu-239 destruction 0.0646 0.0303
U-238 fission 0.000609 0.000176
Pu-239 fission 0.0554 0.0255

Blanket lifetime, years 1.7 4.2

End-of-life burnup, maximum, MWD/MTU 4954 4981

average, MWD/MTU 1046 958

End-of-life buildup, maximum, per cent 2.30 2.79

average, per cent 0.72 1.12

End-of-life heat generation rate, maximum, watt/cm 3  485 254
average, watt/cm 3  94 45

Blanket composition

Fuel, per cent 60 60
Sodium, per cent 25 29
Stainless steel, and molybdenum, per cent 15 11

Fuel diameter, inches 0.40 0.55
Fuel rod diameter, inches 0.43 0.58
Uranium mass, kg 9530 10,880

Total uranium mass, kg 20,410
Breeding ratio

Core 0.92
Axial blanket 0.20
Radial blanket 0.43

Total 1.55

Total central plane flux, 1015 n/(cm 2 ) (sec)
Core center 9.8
Core - blanket interface 2.8

Blanket - reflector interface 0.60



OXIDE BLANKET DESIGN AND ECONOMICS

In the same manner, a blanket of UO2 was designed and the economics

were studied. As above, the design was based on a nominal economic climate

of $10/gram plutonium and 13% interest rate. Preliminary studies showed that

four blanket regions, each 10 cm thick, would provide a blanket with reason-

able economics. Thicker blankets would not be profitable because the additional

blanket thickness would operate at a local loss. The end-of-life heat generation

rate limitation used to fix the pin diameter is the same as used for the alloy

blanket and is given in Figure 1. The burnup limitation used was 25, 000

MWD/MTU. This is a proven value which has been substantiated. It was found

that this limitation determines the blanket lifetime (i. e. , prevents the use of

a lifetime which would maximize profits) only in the inner region. The effect

is small, however; the profits are decreased by only several per cent when

this burnup limitation is imposed. The basic information on the design is the

following:
Pin Diameter Blanket Lifetime

Region (In.) (Yr)

1 0.39 3.4
2 0.54 5.1
3 0.85 5.8
4 0..85 7.5

The contributions of each region to the total profit is shown in Table VI.

Some graphical results of the economic analysis are given in Figure 15

through 21. From these it is clear that the important factors in the economic

analysis are the cost of fabrication, the price of heat, the price of uranium,

and reprocessing costs. A summary of the economics for different economic

climates is given in Table VII, indicating quantitatively the differences caused

by variations of two of the factors.

From the data on maximum burnup as a function of blanket lifetime

shown on Figure 21 for the oxide -blanket, it is clear that the burnup limitation

of 25, 000 MWD/MTU affects the profit achieved (by limiting the lifetime) in
the inner region by only a few per cent; it has no effect on the other regions
since the maximum profit is reached before the burnup limitation is reached.

TABLE VI - OXIDE BLANKET PROFIT FOR REFERENCE
ECONOMIC CLIMATE

Region Profit ($/yr)

1 206, 100
2 117,000
3 36, 500
4 -22, 100

Total 337, 500
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TABLE VII - VARIATION OF TOTAL PROFITS FOR
OXIDE BLANKET WITH ECONOMIC CLIMATE

Price Of Interest Total
Plutonium Rate Profit

($/gm) (%) ($/yr)

5 13 68,600
5 9 141,000

10 13 337,500
10 9 484,000
20 13 979,000
20 9 1,152,000

Information on reaction rates, fluxes, uranium mass, breeding ratio,
volume fractions, and average and maximum values for burnup, buildup,
and heat generation rate are given in Table VIII. From this table, it is
clear that within the framework of the assumptions used in this study there
is little requirement for the development of UO 2 burnup limitations much
greater than 25,000 MWD/MTU for blanket use. Additional comments are
in the following section.
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Average reaction rates, events/(
Pu-239 production
Pu-239 destruction
U-238 fission
Pu-239 fission

Blanket lifetime, years

TABLE VIII - OXIDE BLANKET CHARACTERISTICS

atom)(yr) R egion I Region II

0.0107 0.00699
0.0900 0.0541
0.00105 0.000443
0.0747 0.0424

End-of-life burnup, maximum, MWD/MTU
average, MWD/MTU

End-of-life buildup, maximum per cent
average per cent

End-of-life heat generation rate, maximum, watt/cm 3

average, watt/cm 3

Blanket composition
Fuel, per cent

Sodium and void, per cent
Stainless steel and molybdenum, per cent

Fuel diameter, in.
Fuel rod diameter, in.
Uranium mass, kg

Total uranium mass, kg
Breeding ratio

Core
Axial blanket
Radial blanket

Total

Total central plane flux, 1015 n/(cm2) (sec)
Core center

Core - blanket interface
Blanket - reflector interface

3.4

25,000
4,950

5.23
2.57

482
92. 2

60
28
12

0.39
0.424
4596

5.1

19,620
3,690

5.80
2.56

263
48.2

60
29
11

0.54
0.574
5240

22,286

0.92
0.20
0.55

1.67

9.8
3.4
0.22

Region III

0.00403
0.0295
0.000184
0.0231

5.8

8630
1610

4.22
1.75

103
18.2

60
33
7

0.85
0.884
5900

Region IV

0.00215
0. 0149
0. 0000693
0.0113

7.5

4020
746

3.09
1.23

37.4

6.5

60
33

7

0.85
0.884
6550



COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The information presented in previous sections shows that reasonably
designed blankets of the two materials chosen for study both have roughly the
same uranium content and the same flux attenuation characteristics. Conse-
quently, the two blankets will have about the same shielding and leakage char-
acteristics. The breeding ratio of the oxide blanket is slightly higher than

that of the alloy. However, the economics of the two systems are very dif-

ferent. For all of the economic climates considered, the oxide blanket is
more profitable than the alloy blanket by about $500, 000 per year, basically
because of the burnup limitation on the alloy. Without this limitation the
alloy blanket would be more competitive with the oxide but would still have
a profit of only about 50% of that of the oxide blanket. If the profit from the
blanket is applied against the fuel cycle costs of the core, each $100, 000
per year profit from the blanket represents 0. 062 mills/kwhre. Thus, for

the nominal economic climate, the operation of the alloy blanket would in-
crease the core fuel cycle costs by 0. 08 mills/kwhre and the operation of
the oxide blanket would reduce the core fuel cycle costs by 0. 21 mills/kwhre,
making a difference of 0. 29 mills/kwhre. This difference is significant
and important. It is comparable to the savings in fuel cycle costs which can
be achieved today by waiver of fuel use charges, which certainly can be said
to be an important and significant issue.

Since it was shown above that fabrication cost is a major cost

component, profit can be increased by decreasing this cost. In Figure 4
it is shown that fabrication costs decrease as fuel pin diameter increases.
Thus the profit can be maximized by using in any given region the fuel pin
diameter which is consistent with the maximum end-of-life heat generation

rate which would occur in that region. This practice can increase the profits
substantially over those that would be achieved if a single pin diameter were
used throughout the entire blanket. Thus, it is prudent, economically, to

zone the blanket with a suitable and characteristic pin diameter specified
for each zone.

In this study no fuel movement or cycling from the outer edge of the
core inward during the life of the blanket was considered. In another study,

it was shown that such a procedure has only a marginal economic advantage

over the procedure of keeping the subassemblies in fixed positions through-

out their lifetimes. The maximum increase in profit was only 5% for the

situation that was studied. In contrast, in this study advantage was taken of

the fact that in the outer regions the lower heat generation rates permit the

use of large diameter pins which have a lower fabrication cost. The use of

small diameter pins throughout, which would be equivalent to the procedure

followed in Reference 1 and which would permit fuel movement, would

certainly increase costs and consequently decrease profits by an estimated

20 per cent. Thus there would be no advantage to fuel movement when fab-

rication cost is considered to be a function of pin diameter.
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The difference in profit between the alloy and the oxide is believed
to be caused by three major factors. Two of them, burnup limitation and
fabrication cost, were discussed above. The amount of the difference attributal
to fabrication cost probably could be decreased by making the alloy subassembl:
smaller in the across-flats dimension to take advantage of the steeper gradient
of the heat generation rate for the alloy. However, this procedure would only
increase the profit of the alloy blanket by an estimated $50, 000 per year for
the reference case. This increase alone would not bring the alloy blanket
economics up to the same level as the oxide blanket economics. The third
factor is the spectrum difference. The softer spectrum in the oxide blanket
permits much better utilization of neutrons compared to that in the alloy
blanket. Efforts to improve the economics of an alloy blanket, therefore,
should include the use of moderating material in an alloy blanket to soften
the spectrum.

The basic conclusions from the study done in Phase II are the
following:

(1) It is advantageous to "zone" radial blankets, each zone being

about 10 cm thick, and each zone being identified by a pin diameter and a

lifetime determined by the nuclear characteristics of the zone.

(2) The profit-making ability of an alloy blanket is severly limited
by the burnup limitation of the alloy for the low plutonium prices that prevail to<

(3) There is no great need for working for burnups much greater than
about 25, 000 MWD/MTU for UO2 for blanket applications.

(4) In order for a blanket design to be economic on the whole, the
thickness should be less than that which is used in current fast reactor de-
signs. Twenty cm of alloy blanket and forty cm of oxide blanket provide
reasonable economics. The current design practice of using about 60 cm

is uneconomic.

(5) The profit that can be realized from the oxide blanket is so much
greater than that from the alloy blanket that it is difficult to justify alloy

blankets.

(6) The profit which can be realized from a blanket is significant,
as is the profit difference between the alloy blanket and the oxide blanket.

(7) Within the economic ranges considered in this study, the economic

climate makes little difference in the profit between the alloy and the oxide
blanket.

Although all of these conclusions were drawn from a specific situation
and are known to be applicable to the situation studied, they should be generally
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true for a wide range of fast reactor designs. The absolute values may change
somewhat; however, the general comparisons between the alloy blanket and
the oxide blanket and the general conclusions should still be valid.

Consequently, this phase of this project indicates that further developmer
of the oxide blanket is justified to obtain better over-all fast reactor per-
formance. The basic work necessary for the fabrication of blankets of UO2
pins has been demonstrated and material performance of U0 2 has been de-
monstrated. It now must be demonstrated that a blanket of UO2 pins has the
over-all performance characteristics which have been established analytically.
This can be accomplished by placing a number of oxide blanket subassemblies
in the blanket region of an existing fast reactor.

Although it has been shown that fixed blankets can be designed and
operated so that they are profitable, this project must be continued to de-
termine if for some other concept a blanket can be designed and operated to
have an even higher profit. To this end, Phase III of this project will be
devoted to the study of mobile blanket concepts.
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APPENDIX I - ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

To produce a blanket design that would perform satisfactorily, certain

ground rules were established. Basically they are

(1) Maximum heat load of 1 kw/inch of blanket rod length

(2) Blanket coolant inlet temperature of 700 F for an oxide blanket and

500 F for an alloy blanket

(3) Maximum blanket coolant temperature rise of 500 F

(4) Blanket pressure drop of 50 psi

(5) Blanket geometry of fuel rods set on a triangular pitch with wound
wire spacer elements and enclosed in a hexagonal container assembly.

(6) Spacer wire diameter range of 1/32 in.to 1/8 in.

(7) Clad thickness set at 0. 015 in. and cold fuel-clad gap set at
0. 004 in. for the oxide design

These are conventional ground-rules which have been found to be consistent
with good design practice in other studies.

With these conditions, the variables to consider are fuel diameter or

fuel rod diameter, blanket volume composition and volumetric heat rate. These

are all interrelated by the above conditions and, for ease of manipulation, the

fuel diameter (and fuel rod diameter) will be used as the principal variable formin

the base for the graphical manipulation.

Figure 1 is the graphical representation of the equation

f,,, 4q

D f2 (12)

where q"' = volumetric heat generation rate
q' = linear heat generation rate
Df = fuel diameter

With q' set at 1 kw/in. , the plotted version of the equation becomes

q" (watts ) 4000

cm 16.39n D 2 (i2) (13)

including the proper conversion factors.
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Figure 2 is a composite plot of pressure drop criteria, fuel volume

fraction, and suggested fuel rod spacer limitations with fuel rod pitch as the
ordinate and fuel rod diameter as the abscisca using the spacer limitations
enumerated in the ground rules. The fuel volume fraction is a plot of the

ratio of the fuel area to cell area for fuel rod on a triangular pitch and

spaced by spiral wires. Some attempt has been made to take into consideration

the extra cellular amounts of sodium and steel with a rise in finite fuel arrays.

The spacer -wire diameter was varied with fuel-rod diameter within the limitations

established, using reasonable engineering judgment.
The pressure drop criteria relationship was evolved by substituting

the pertinent ground rules in the general pressure drop equation for spiral

wire spaced fuel rods and reducing the equation to involve only the fuel rod

pitch and fuel rod diameter. Briefly the equation development was as follows

AP=(JL + f -A L P
De DA P/ 2g (14)

where f = fuel rod friction factor

fD = spiral wire drag coefficient
L = blanket length
Deq = cell equivalent diameter

A = projected frontal area of spiral wire

Af = flow area between fuel rods

P = spiral wire pitch
V = coolant velocity in fuel rod flow area
P = coolant density

ge = gravitational constant
A P = blanket pressure drop

Using the accepted definitions for equivalent diameter

D = 4A
eq wetted perimeter

and manipulating the velocity in terms of mass flow and coolant temperature rise,

the pressure drop equation becomes

AP= (AL- fD+ ! A LQ2  IL 3

8 P / 2p g AT 2 C 2 Af / (15)

where Q = heat input to a coolant cell
A T = coolant temperature rise

Cp = coolant specific heat
D = fuel rod diameter

In the turbulent flow regime, f and fD are essentially constant, and A and

Af can be evaluated in terms of the fuel rod diameter and pitch by

A = --- (P 2 -PD)
P 8

P2 n 2(16)
Af= - 8

4 8
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Rearranging the equation and solving for the rod flow area, one

obtains the following equation:

A = C 1  C2D + C 3 (P 2 -PD) (17)

where Cl, C2 and C3 are evolved numerical constants. Further, sub-

stituting for Af in equation (16) one obtains

3p- n 
_rD 2 = C1 C2D+ C3 (P2- PD)

4 8 12 3 (18)

The equation above is the final form of the pressure drop criteria

equation which was solved by trial and error method to establish the plot

on Figure 2.

Figure 3 is a plot of the volume fractions of stainless steel and sodium

for a given fuel volume fraction of 0. 60 as a function of fuel rod diameter.

The fraction 0. 60 was selected on the basis of inspection of Figure 2.

Several additional considerations should be enumerated at this time.

Establishing design criteria for the blanket assemblies that will exist only
at the end of blanket life has a very severe effect on the thermal efficiency

of the blanket design. The major area of difficulty is that the assemblies will
tend to be overcooled during the majority of their lifetime; hence, some pro-

vision either internal or external to the blanket region must be made to

minimize this effect. In a conjectural manner several possible designs

exist. One method is a system of control valves which, external to the

blanket assemblies, regulates the flow to any row or ring of blanket assemblies.

This would be essentially a manifold arrangement supplied with coolant

external to the reactor vessel. A second method is one using an internal

thermostat which allows more flow through the blanket assembly as the

coolant temperature increases, much in the same way as an automotive

cooling system works. Both methods seem quite plausible for use.

Since the ideal thickness for blanket management will be a result

of this study, establishing a fixed size blanket container assembly was not

attempted in Phase II. Rather, an estimate of its approximate across-flat

dimension was made, and the associated wall thickness based on end-of-

life operating temperatures and pressure loads was computed, using a

conservative stress relationship. This container assembly volume and the

volume of sodium external to the container assembly were smeared on a

unit area basis into the volume fractions for the unit lattice. This approximation

is felt to be closer to the true picture than would be an approximation in which

these contributions were ignored completely.
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APPENDIX II - SOLUTION OF THE ECONOMIC
BALANCE EQUATION

In the section on Method of Economic Analysis, the economic balance
equation was shown to be[ _(C -C )B 18B

1A-iU (r r-t) 0.8e- 08t
Pu 1-_a -0.8Br

+PH[ C+D A (1-a-0.8Bt
B J

= f(t) + If f(t')dt' + PCO(r )
t

with the restriction on f(t) that

r

f f(t') dt' =Cf+ C
h onU

The solution to the economic balance equation is

f(t) = K1 eIt + K 2e -0.8Bt + K3te

(19)

(20)

(21)-0. 8Bt

where

K - 7I C C +
1 -1

K2 e-.8Br
0.8B

_)_ K 3 [1- (1 + 0.8Br) -0.8Br
0.64B2

0.8B[r; (1-Ir ) +« 2

I + 0.81B

K 0.877 IBK3 =I+.8B
I + 0.8B3

,7 = 0.8 PEA -
(C -C )B

1-e~0.8Br

-_1.71 x 104- DP H
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The profit, which is a function of blanket lifetime and is constant, by definition,
throughout the blanket lifetime, can be evaluated easily by evaluating the

neutron balance equation at the beginning of blanket life. Thus,

PCO(r)= K (1-Ir)+ « 1 + «2
(22)

where

«1= 1.71 x 10 4 (C+ -A- D) PH
B

The constant 1. 71 x 104 is a necessary conversion factor in the expressions

for 1 and « 2 because the reaction rates were calculated in units of events per

year, the price of heat was expressed in units of mills per kw/hr thermal, and
the profit is in units of dollars per year per kilogram of uranium.

In order to facilitate the economic analysis, it is convenient to have

lifetime-averaged values for components of cost and income. Inspection of

these permits the determination of the major components. Listed below are

appropriate expressions for average fabrication cost, average reprocessing

cost, average fabrication interest, average uranium inventory charge, average

plutonium interest charge, average plutonium credit, and average heat revenue.

C
Average Fabrication Cost = ..- (23)

r

Average Reprocessing Cost = 0.8CpP A rT e-0.8Bt dt
r o (24)

where CRP is the reprocessing cost in units of dollars per kilograms of

plutonium.

Average Fabrication Interest = CGfI rr ff(t')dt' dt'(25)
r' (Cf+Cu) o t(5

CUI r r

Average Uranium Inventory Charge = GUI Ij ff(t')dt'dt
r (Cf+CU) t

0.8CU B or -0.8Bt (26)
( [-1-I(r -t)]e dt

r. (1 --. 8Br . o
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Average Plutonium Inventory Charge ( )0.8-(Pt)-Bd)A)= P -CRP AI((r-t ) e -08Btdt (27)
ro

.8 r -O.8BtAverage Plutonium Credit = . p Ae' dt (28)

Sr o (2B)

Average Heat Revenue = (' + -2 e.8Bt )dt (29)

In order to assess blanket performance, end-of-life values for plu-
tonium buildup, burnup, and heat generation rate must be examined. Expres-
sions for average values for these quantities are given below.

A (1 8B
Buildup = - (-30)

(30)

Burnup = .71 x 106 ([C+ -AD (1- 08Bt) dt]

(31)

when the burnup is expressed in units of MWD/MTU.

Heat Generation Rate = 2.28 x 106 N28F[C + D A (1-a-0.8Br )] (32)
B

where N-28 is the atomic density of U-238 in the blanket fuel material and
the heat generation rate is in units of watts per cubic centimeter of blanket

fuel material.

Maximum values of burnup, buildup, and heat generation rates can be
obtained by use of appropriate values of reaction rates.

The nomenclature in the above expressions is in agreement with that

in the section on the Method of Economic Analysis. The units of all cost and
revenue items are in dollars per calendar year per kilogram of uranium when

such items as fabrication cost and uranium price are in units of dollars per

kilogram of uranium and the price of plutonium is in units of dollars per kilo-

gram of plutonium. The reaction rates are expressed in units of events per

year of operation.
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APPENDIX III - ESTIMATE OF PRICE OF HEAT

To estimate the price of heat produced by a reactor, the investment

costs and operating costs were estimated for reactors of six different sizes.

The costs were then dividied into two categories: those which can be attributed

to the heat source (the reactor) and those which can be attributed to the power

conversion system. Since the price of power is estimated to be about 5. 0 to

5. 5 mils/kwhre in the future, with a strong indication that the lower figure is

the most probable value, the difference between the price of power and the

cost of power conversion gives the price of heat. This price must include

annual fixed charges, operating charges, and fuel cycle costs for the reactor

as a whole. For this study it is being assumed that the type and design of the

blanket has no influence on the total capital investment for the reactor. Con-

sequently, the reactor core is being required to bear all of the annual fixed

charges that can be charged against the reactor plant. A similar assumption

is being made on the operating charges. Thus, for the blanket, the price of
heat plus the plutonium credit has to cover only the blanket cycle cost. The

analysis of the annual costs for the power conversion plant for each system

is listed in Table IX, using AEC cost evaluation guide accounting principles.
The latter costs, expressed in mils/kwhre, are plotted on Figure 22. Also
plotted on this figure is the heat price, based on the power price of 5. 0

mils/kwhre. From the curve it can be seen that for the base power of the
reference design reactor, the price of heat is about 2. 2 mils/kwhre. This
corresponds to a price of 0. 80 mils/kwhr thermal, based on a net thermal
efficiency of 0. 37.

The investment costs shown in Table IX were developed from evaluation
of the cost data in other studies. 2,7 For the large units it was necessary to
extrapolate this data; conventional scaling factors were used and the need for an
increase in the number of certain components for the larger plant was taken
into account. Operating and maintenance costs were developed from data in
Reference (5) and the amount applicable to the power conversion portion of
each plant was obtained by extrapolation of the data for the Enrico Fermi
plant.
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TABLE IX - POWER CONVERSION PLANT ANNUAL COSTS

Reactor Size - Mwe

150 225 300 600

Total Operating and Maintenance Charge $/yr

Portion Allocated to Power Conversion

System
Power Conversion Operating and Maintenance

Charges $/yr
Land Costs (AEC Cost Guide),$
Working Capital for Power Conversion

Plant, $ (2.7% of Operating and
Maintenance Charges)

Investment Cost for Power Conversion

Plant, Million $
Fixed Charges for Power Conversion Plant

Charges on Investment Cost @ 14.5%
$/yr

Charges on 50% of Land Costs @13%,
$/yr

Charges on working capital @13%,
$/yr

Total Fixed Charges, $/yr

Total Annual Costs $/yr (Fixed Charges
and 0 & M Costs)

Power Conversion Rate, Million

kwhre /yr

Power Conversion Cost, mils/kwhre

Price of Heat, mils/kwhre

(Price of Electricity = 5.0 mils/kwhre)

715,000 840,000

0.35 0. 385

250,000 325,000
360,000 360,000

6,750

24.9

3,610,000

22,400

900
3, 633, 300

3,883,300

1050
3.70

8,800

31. 0

4,500,000

22,400

1,100
4,523,500

4,848,500

1575
3.08

870,000 1,135,000

0.40

345,000
360,000

9,300

36.9

5,350,000

22,400

1,200

5,373,600

5,718,600

2100
2.72

0.50

565,000
360,000

15,000

53. 5

7,750,000

22,400

2,000

7,774,400

8,339,400

4200
1.98

1,450,000

0.55

800,000
360,000

21,600

73. 2

10, 600, 000

22,400

2,800
10, 625, 200

11,425,200

6300
1.82

1,600,000

0. 575

920,000
360,000

24,800

92.8

13,450,000

22,400

3,200
13,475,600

14,395,600

8400
1.71

3.02 3.18 3.29

900 1200

1.30 1.92 2.28
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APPENDIX IV - ERROR IN THE PROFIT
COMPUTATION DUE TO IRREGULARITIES IN

ANNULAR BLANKETS

Because simple square or hexagonal shapes are usually chosen for

reactor subassemblies, a blanket cannot be loaded into the pure annular rings

which have been used in the physics and economics analyses. However, for a

reasonably large reactor (with a core over about 10 subassemblies in diameter),

all parts of the blanket may be approximated quite well by a set of annuli of equal

thickness, this thickness being close to the across-flats dimension of a sub-

assembly. (The approximation improves as we pass to outer rings.) Another

way of stating this is that all the blanket subassemblies may be assigned into

sets so that within every set their material is even distributed about the "mean

radius" RAV of the annulus for that set. (RAV = Rinner + 2t/3).

We may now evaluate any errors in profit computed by the ideal theory.

Let RAV be the mean radius of a given "ideal" blanket annulus. Let n(R) be the

numer of kilograms of blanket material (from the set of subassemblies assigned

to this annulus) which lie in some small unit interval about radius R.

Let P(R) be the profit for 1 kg of blanket material at radius R. Then the

total profit for this particular annulus is:

P = X n (R) P (R)
R

Write R = RAV + 8R

P(R)= PAV (RAV) +S8P

Then P = MPAV + E n(R)8SP
R

where M is the total mass of the annulus.

Now we write a Maclaurin expansion for the 8 P in terms of 8 R:

aP R 2Pl R 2 (33)
8P=j---- 8R +I--- +..

1R LR2j 2
RAV -RAV

Hence

P= MP + - I n(R) SR+aP E n (R) 2 + --.

AV aR R 2 2 (34)
AV RAV
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Now the radius RAV was chosen as a mean, i. e.:

5 n(R) SR 0
R

at least to the accuracy of the approximation discussed above. Also to a

good approximation, we may assume that the "averaged" profit over the

annulus equals profit at position RAV.

Thus the difference between "pure annulus" profit and the true profit
is:

[a8p 2
P- MP - In (R) ---

AV La 2JR 2

AV (35)

which is of second order only, and hence small.
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